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This unusual and artistic design was created by  
South African beauty therapist, ELAINE TIMCKE.

After preparing the nail and cuticle area, apply a layer of Calgel natural gel (as a base) 
using a gel brush. Cure under a 36 Watt UV lamp for 30 seconds. Apply a layer of a nude 
colour gel (or any other light colour – we used Calgel colour CGBB16s). Cure for two 
minutes under a 36 Watt UV lamp. Repeat this step for a second layer of colour. You can 
change the final effect by using different colours in this step as well. The lighter the colour 

used in this step, the more dramatic the final effect will be. If you want a more subtle effect, 
you can choose a colour tone closest to the colour mentioned in step 3.

Apply a thin layer of CGMC02 (this is a golden 
metallic colour gel with a subtle green undertone) 
using a gel brush. Do not cure this layer. It is 
important to keep this layer uncured (wet) in 
order to create the bubble effect, and  
to ensure the final effect is flat and not raised. 

Use a thin marble brush, nail art brush or even a 
dotting tool along with the Calgel natural gel that 
was used in step 1 (clear gel) and carefully place  
dots of this gel over the uncured metallic colour. 
Ensure you place these dots close together for the 

best effect. You can also control the size and spacing 
of the dots to create different effects like snakeskin, etc. 

Once the entire nail surface has been covered, cure under a 36 Watt UV 
lamp for two minutes. 

Apply a layer of Calgel top gel, 
or Calgel non-wipe top gel as a 
finishing layer, using a gel brush. 
This will create a clear, hard, 
glossy layer that will not dull  
for up to four weeks.


